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About This Game

Super Grav is a retro gravity cave flyer for 1-4 players, featuring single player or co-op multiplayer missions, racing and
dogfighting.

With fast-paced, super smooth 60fps gameplay, pixel-perfect collision detection and that ‘just right’ feel to the physics, Super
Grav offers a true test of skill, precision and reflexes. Dodge enemies and bullets, navigate caverns to complete Missions either

solo or co-op, battle deathmatch in Dogfight mode or see who can complete 3 subterranean laps the fastest in Race mode.

Back by popular demand, with graphics inspired by the 8-bit and 16-bit era of gaming, Super Grav is an extended remake of
DemonStudios founder James Shaughnessy’s very own first game and 1998 Net Yaroze coverdisc hit, Gravitation.

Features:

Pixel-perfect collision detection and super smooth 60fps gameplay

Single-player Mission and time trial Race modes
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Local multiplayer split-screen up to 4 players, in either co-op or versus Mission mode, and Race, Dogfight or Pod
Hunter versus modes

Steam Leaderboards and Achievements - compete with friends for the best Mission scores and fastest Race times and
watch their full replays

Steam Cloud Saves - progress and all 'local' scores and replays are all sync'd in the cloud

Textbook 1, 2 or 3-Star rating on each mission - aim to 3-Star all missions individually and ultimately all in a single run

27 Mission maps, 9 Race maps, 3 dedicated Dogfight maps, plus a bonus of all 9 original Gravitation maps + more

PowerUp Pods offer weapon upgrades such as triple shot and rapid fire, or strike an opponent with a Negative PowerUp
such as reverse steering or gravity!

Watch full replays of the action at any time, with automatic saving of record-breaking Mission and Race replays

Lots of configuration options in versus modes, such as disabling weapons and ship-to-ship collisions which is great for
really pure racing

Handicap system: add weight or weapons to help balance versus modes for differing player skill levels

An original chip tune music soundtrack by DaveDexterMusic

Supports lots of popular game controllers

Game Modes:

Mission - Find and return all crates back to their bases - playable in single-player or multiplayer in either co-op or versus
mode

Race - Race laps around the caverns through the gates against the clock - playable in single-player time trial or
multiplayer race mode

Dogfight - Multiplayer deathmatch mode

Pod Hunter - Multiplayer PowerUp Pod scavenge

Super Grav - the retro arcade gravity game that’s great fun chasing high-scores in single-player and even more fun in local
multiplayer!
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Title: Super Grav
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing
Developer:
DemonStudios
Publisher:
DemonStudios
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Windows Vista / Windows 7

Processor: 2GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 280 or ATI Radeon HD 4850

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 256 MB available space

English
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02\u9084\u597d\u4e0d\u8cb4. - can't control the creatures in your dungeon :(
- low copy of Dungeon Keeper
- the main story was very easy but A Game of Winter DLC was a very big pain and a challenge
- you gather Evilness only when destroying camps not units
- really we need adds that promotes Kalypso products in-game ??
- A Clash of Pumpkins, A Song of Sand and Fire and A Chance of Dragons DLC's are skirmish maps :(:(

+ A Game of Winter DLC was very nice
+ some dialogs were very funny
+ background music

If you want to kill some time is good. Quiet game with a bittersweet story lived through a detached and original point of view.

Takes around 1h/1h30 to finish but the experience is interesting enough to justify the price.

Plus, they're giving the soundtrack for free and you can only love a studio that doesn't try to rip off its customers. <3. This is
such a fun yet challenging experience. Love the variety of games available to play. It's so addicting trying to beat the global high
scores. It's also one of those games that you can spend as little or as much time in and still feel like you enjoyed it. Also winning
tickets that you can cash in for prizes is so cool. Also, the prizes actually work, such as remote controlled toys, frisbee, and
stuffed animals. Also the asking price of $10 is a bargain.. This is what DayZ wishes it could be.
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Honestly, this game is not good.
It was in sale and i regret it.
x)
. Dubious control choices, menus that go nowhere. Ridiculously simple game, that somehow still seems unfinished.. I loved the
original version on PS Mobile, and I love the DX version even more. Great retro aesthetic, with actually
interesting\/fun\/addictive gameplay to back it up. Fantastic stuff!. Keep Calm and buy Omsi 2. This game sucks.. So, what
makes these kinds of games fun for me (Crush the Castle, Angry Birds, Some Math Game I Played During Elementary School
That Wasn't Blocked), is seeing everything collapse after knocking down a pillar or taking out a wall. Though I also keep the
objectives in mind, seeing a gigantic structure crumble to dust with just a few well-placed cannonballs\/dynamite\/boulders is
what's fun about these games.

In Blasted Fortress, while the cannonballs are tied to physics, the fortresses aren't. Taking out an entire layer to a fortress does
not split apart the roof and send it tumbling down, and taking out the bottom of a tower does not cause it to topple. Nothing
moves, actually... no matter how much damage you do, every (intact) block stays exactly where it was at the beginning of the
siege. This is my biggest complaint; it's taking away my reward. I don't give a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665about
making money, or completing random levels, or completing minigames, or whatever other side content the game has to offer. I
just want the fortress to be \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing BLASTED.

As for all of the side content, it comes completely out of the blue after that short (but helpful) tutorial when you start a new
game. It tells you how to shoot, how to block, and where to go if you want to do more shooting and blocking, but for minigames,
passive income, monster hunting(?), voodoo magic, penalty blocks (and different block types in general), and whatever else I
missed in the ten minutes I played, you're going to have to read a few tooltips. Thankfully, the UI design doesn't make this very
hard. Developer, if you're reading this, I would suggest broadening the tutorial a little bit, or have a very tiny tutorial compaign
to explain a few more details before the player is thrust into the town screen. Having so much information thrust in front of me
at once turned me off from the game more than it excited me.

I won't nitpick any more than this, but really, it should be more like what it's inspired by... Angry Birds.. Personaly I kinda like
the game, Sure the voice acting is rudeamntery and the writting isnt exactly Walking dead quality, but its still kinda enjoyable
especaly for the price. Untll your an hour in and all youve mannged to do is finish one fetch quest and have one heart to heart
with a companon, then its just annoying. If the game maker would add some indication of where to go and what to do then this
revew would be positve.. I played through the game a few times & fell in love with the sountrack. Kina pricy at $5 but it's
fantastic.. Absolutely Awesome!. MIXED FEELINGS.

I loved this game for a long time... but over the years it has become a game that is not worth playing if you dream of reaching
the level cap without spending $$$ or most of your free time.

I have many words for this game but I will keep it short because I`m dissapointed with the current state of the game.

Try it out see for your self and GL & HF.. Nice game. Is very relaxed and funny. There's some strategy involved. Is just like the
previous Hercules games with a few novelties. Finished it in about 12 hours, but you can do it in a lot less or a lot more if you
change the difficulty or if you're not trying for the achivements.

No bugs found. Works fine on win 7.

Is usually very cheap and it has cards and easy to get achivements.
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